It's time to act! California and the world are in crisis.

Join the Green Party in building a socially and racially just, ecologically sustainable, democratic, peaceful EcoSocialist society that exists in harmony with nature.

Greens are the ONLY progressive national grassroots political party rejecting corporate funding. Over 350 California Greens have served in office.

Registering Green and voting Green means:

ECONOMIC FAIRNESS

- Living wages, unions, workers' rights
- Universal healthcare, free higher education, affordable housing, food security
- Tax the super-rich, close corporate loopholes

BOLD CLIMATE ACTION

- A Just Transition to a clean energy economy
- Phase out fossil fuels
- Accelerate local, publicly-owned, renewable energy, electric-powered public transportation
· Protect forests and watersheds
· Regenerative agriculture

HUMAN RIGHTS
· End all oppression based on race, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, disability, income
· Protect immigrants, sanctuary and citizenship pathways
· Indigenous rights and Black-Lives-Matter
· Full abortion rights
· Police accountability
· End prison industries, over-incarceration, death penalty
· Gun control/safety

ELECTORAL REFORM
· Proportional representation, ranked choice voting
· Publicly-financed elections, eliminate corporate bribes

Greens' vision won cannabis legalization, closed nuclear power plants, enabled public banking.

It's time for change: register, vote, volunteer, and run Green!

Green Party of California
P.O. Box 485
San Francisco, CA 94104
(916) 448-3437
E-mail: g pca@cagreens.org
Website: www.cagreens.org

Facebook: @cagreens
Twitter: @GPCA